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Unsurprisingly, the editors of this volume wish to assert the importance of decolonization in dissolving the ‘global colonial order’ (p. 1) and shaping our contemporary world. They thus define decolonization as a 'transformative process' (p. 2), in which old colonial structures, institutions and ideas gave way to 'new ones', albeit sometimes over an extended period of time.  The specific contribution of the volume, then, is to  place 'agency squarely at the center of the debate' (p. 2) and the chapters look at 'elites, leaders and social groups who changed the course of history' (p. 2).  The editors acknowledge that such elites often espoused competing visions of decolonization, and these were manifested in the struggles between elite groups which, despite a generalised desire to end European rule, debated long and hard over the alternatives offered by ethnic, territorial or regional structures of government. This is well exemplified in Frederick Cooper's chapter on French West Africa, but what concerns me here is the prior step in the editors' argument: their definition of elite.


The introduction explains that 'elites are conceptualised here as social groups who command certain resources in a given social entity. These can be political support, economic power, or symbolic resources such as communication and knowledge' (p. 2).  But do elites possess these resources simply by virtue of being elites? If so, this implies a high degree of continuity, and thus demands some analysis of how elites seek to reproduce themselves.  If the editors actually intend a more dynamic definition (which would be more consistent with their stated preoccupation with agency), this invites an exploration of the ways in which a range of individuals may seek to gain control over political, economic or symbolic resources in their struggles to constitute themselves a new elite. If this more historical definition is to be pursued, it demands at least a minimal engagement with the substantial literature on self-understandings and self-representations in the specific context of those unstable orders of value and status that characterised the condition of colonial modernity.  The failure to pursue an adequate definition of elite, or to ground it in any substantial review of the relevant literature, may be inferred from the presence of a mere five notes at the end of the introduction, and this does not make for a convincing opening.


Fortunately, several chapters within the volume take these questions seriously, and provide some valuable comparative insights for the reader who is prepared to draw out commonalities and differences for him or herself.   Paul Kratoska’s chapter on South-East Asia thus sets out to explain why those who constituted the elite after the Second World War would not have been considered as such in pre-war or wartime societies. Formal schooling, or ‘western education’, is a critical factor: transnational trading elites experienced a severe reversal of fortune; anti-Japanese movements failed to perpetuate or extend their local leadership; and it was those people who had ‘educational attainments’ who constituted the post-war elite, even though such attainments had ‘counted for little in traditional Asian societies’ (p. 46).  For Kratoska, this is key to understanding structural continuities: 'the new order .... was in many respects an extension of the colonial administrative system, with local staff taking over the apparatus if government, to which parliamentary bodies were added' (p. 46).


This emphasis on the formation of new elites through formal schooling is pursued in Judith Brown's case study of Jawaharlal Nehru, where she formulates the most critical questions of the entire volume: whether elite status in the context of imperial rule became dysfunctional under the new dispensations, and whether ‘colonial national elites had to transform and retrain themselves to succeed in the new situation of independence' (p. 178).  Nehru, then, may have been a 'skilled drafter of resolutions and electoral manifestoes' (p. 179), but these skills, along with his network of global connections forged through education and travel, were much less useful in confronting the challenges of 'majoritarian Hinduism', 'social conservatism' (p. 181) and provincial Congress leaders who were able to marshal their local support bases.


Whilst it is tempting for academic historians to look back on post-Independence leaders with sympathy, Andreas Eckert's chapter on Tanzania argues that, in occupying the role of 'far sighted moral teacher' (mwalimu, p. 227), Nyerere indulged his own preference for the articulation of moralising political visions, and side-stepped the necessary engagement with bread and butter issues and the management of political competition and dissent.  Like the Congress in India, the Tanganyika African National Union struggled to address the fundamental cleavage in its ranks between the highly educated national leadership and the local branches, in which a few years of primary schooling was more common.  Whether one sympathises with this national leadership or blames it for a failure to live up to the task at hand, it is clear that such cleavages arose, at least in part, from colonial policies: over the longer term, colonial administrations almost everywhere tolerated or even encouraged unequal educational provision; but in Tanganyika, the political separation of the educated minority from the grassroots was very deliberately pursued through the 1953 prohibition on civil servants' membership of political parties. The emphasis on the importance of formal education to elite formation across the colonies is pursued in the final chapter, by Corinna Unger, which opens out the discussion to consider the intention and effects of US donor support to ‘elite education’ in the post-Independence period.


Taken together, these chapters cast some doubt on the opening definition of decolonization as a ‘transformative process’.  The case studies seem to point to the failure of colonial elites to effect political and social transformations through the ending of European rule.  Formal education was important in the formation of a particular type of national leader, but a reshuffle at the top did not preclude structural continuities in state-society relations in the former colonies.  For anyone familiar with the thesis of Mahmood Mamdani and scholarly debates in African Studies since the 1990s, this is not at all surprising.  Michael Bollig’s chapter on neo-traditional chiefs in north-west Nambia offers an alternative perspective on ‘agency’ in explaining these continuities: it was not simply that educated leaders presided over structural continuities; a neo-traditional elite that had been heavily dependent on the colonial state for ideological legitimation and material reward proved surprisingly adept at reconstituting itself as the gatekeeper between rural communities and the independent state.
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